Presentations

Please add entries in reverse chronological order.

- 12 March 2012, Polyglot Persistence & Big Data in the Cloud by Andrei Savu, Shows how to use Apache Whirr to deploy services.
- 29 September 2011, Apache Whirr: From Ops Down by Chad Metcalf from Cloudera at PuppetConf 2011
- 28 September 2011, Apache Whirr: From Dev Up by Adrian Cole at PuppetConf 2011
- 25 July 2011, Whirr: Open Source Cloud Services by Tom White at OSCON Data 2011, Portland, Oregon. (Slides)
- 12 May 2011, Apache Whirr (video) by Lars George at the Hadoop User Group UK
- 10 March 2011, Big data in bioinformatics, challenges on the cloud by Tibor Kiss at Cloud Anatomy (GoGrid San Francisco)
- 10 March 2011, How to Write a Whirr Service by Tom White at the jclouds meetup, GoGrid
- 20 January 2011, Apache Whirr by Tom White at the jclouds ArchCamp, Skype HQ.